Abstract. In a lecture of the optimal control about the shortest time and the minimum energy for the double integrator system, I required my students to solve a very general question, which is to calculate the shortest time and the minimum energy for the given initial position, but the answer cannot be obtained directly by the equations given in the teaching materials due to the chosen initial state with the terminal moment. In fact, one should find that the equations given in the present teaching material were not sufficient to solve the optimal shortest time and the minimum energy for the double integrators system. The general expression is given in this paper such that the optimal control of the shortest time and the minimum energy for double integrators system is solved, including the shortest time and the first switching moment and the second switching moment in the optimal control of the minimum energy under the given terminal moment. Furthermore, a discussion on the calculating of terminal moment, the first switching moment and the second switching moment is given. The new moments is defined to illustrate the existence of the first switching moment and the second switching moment for the known terminal moment under the switching function value having the opposite symbol with related to the given position.
Introduction
The optimal control of the shortest time and the minimum energy for the double integrators system are usually considered as the cases for the principle of the minimum [1, Wang Qin, 2011] [2, Zhou Jun, 2011] . Consider the following double integrators system with the constrained control input 1 u  . ; . x t x t   , to find the optimal control laws such that:
The terminal moment f t is the shortest, i.e., 
(5) Totally, the switching moments 1 t and 2 t are existed and meaningful. However, 10 x and 20 x are arbitrary. When the condition of 10 0 x  and 20 0 x  is not met, the above Eq. (4) cannot be used to calculate the control law's switching moments. Even so, the condition 1 2 0 t f t t    must be satisfied to ensure its good meaning.
In this paper, the energy control law's switching moments 1 t and 2 t are proposed for the arbitrary 10 x and 20 x , and their calculation's condition are discussed.
Shortest time Control's Moment Calculation and the Switching moment for Any Initial State
1 Control law is { 1,1}  starting from 0 h  . As shown in Figure 1 , 10 20 , x x ( ) approaches 11 21 , x x （ ） at the moment 1 t with the control law
, and enter (0, 0) at the moment * f t with the control law
(1) During (7) and (6), we have Figure 2, 
Two Special Cases Starting the Control u=0 and Their Time of Duration
Two special cases are discussed in this section.  for this case. We will calculate their moment of during. The role of these calculations will be described in section 4. 
Note the above f t with s t : 
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To ensure the above 1 t are meaningful, the following inequality must be satisfied 
Examples and Simulation
Consider the system (1), we carry out the proper calculation and simulation: 
Conclusion
The problem which is found in my lecture of the optimal control about the shortest time and the minimum energy is discussed in this paper to obtain the systemic expression of the optimal control laws and their switching moments. , instead of 0 h  and 0 h  , are analyzed to ensure the proper optimal control laws and their switching moments for any initial states. Some calculation examples and their simulation results show that our results improve the content of courses in the shortest time and the minimum energy optimal control for the double integrators system and it is very helpful for the students and the teachers in the course of "Optimal Control".
